New FAST™ EFI Hat Is Stretch-Fitted For Increased Comfort & Style
Memphis, TN – A brand new baseball cap from FAST™ is perfect for wearing around the shop or keeping the sun out of
your eyes at the track or show.
Available in charcoal gray, the FAST™ EFI Hat is the latest addition the EFI leader’s apparel line. The stylish, stretchfitted cap is designed for comfort and features a full-color FAST™ logo in a cool bottom-right placement, overlaid on a
variety of design elements. Another single-color logo appears on the back. The hat’s design perfectly matches the
FAST™ EFI T-Shirt, meaning you can show your full support for the brand wherever you go. The FAST™ EFI Hat
retails for $12.95.

Quick Facts
Product: FAST™ EFI Hat
Part Number: #30999929
Street Price: $12.95
Social Media Pitch: The FAST™ EFI Hat is stretch-fitted
for comfort & style, and matches the FAST'™ EFI T-Shirt
Features & Benefits:
 Fitted design for comfort & style
 Perfectly matches the design of the FAST™ EFI TShirt to create a complete set
 Retails for just $12.95

About FAST™
In 2001, FAST™ was acquired by the COMP Performance Group™ and moved its headquarters to Memphis, TN, to become the
popular electronics company that we know today. After more than a decade in the performance aftermarket industry, FAST™ is the
recognized leader in advanced EFI technology. Now, not only does FAST™ offer the components to adapt virtually any engine to fuel
injection, it is also an emerging force in the ignition market. With the latest in easy-to-use electrical components, the experts at
FAST™ have everything that you need to make high-tech horsepower. Additional information about FAST™ and its products can be
found at www.fuelairspark.com or at 1.877.334.8355. Also visit us on Facebook at facebook.com/FASTWins, on Twitter at
twitter.com/FASTEFI or on YouTube at CPGNationTV.com.
Media Contact: Dan Hodgdon, dhodgdon@compcams.com, 901.795.2400, ext. 1237.

